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capacity of 15. I was able to fit 16 rounds easily.
From the bench at 50 feet, best accuracy was

a tie at 1.2” from the Black Hills “red box” 124-
grain JHP and Hornady 147-grain TAP FPD.
Other ammo went from 1.4 to 1.8”. Sights out-
of-the-box were perfectly adjusted both for
windage and elevation. Take it from someone
who tests guns for a living: this is rare.

Reliability-wise the VIP covered itself with
glory. No matter the ammo, this gun fed, fired,
extracted, ejected, dropped its mag every time I
punched the magazine release button, and locked
its slide to the rear when empty. All the things auto
pistols should do, and so many don’t.

Not all was rosy, however. Slide cocking
grooves on the VIP are quite squared-off and
sharp. Inside 100 rounds in a one practice ses-
sion those “cheese grater” slide cocking grooves
had ground off the callous on my right thumb
where it contacted the slide, were through the

skin and down into flesh, and I was smearing
blood back-and-forth along the slide with every
shot. If I was doing much shooting with a VIP its
slide cocking grooves would have an early
appointment with a buffing wheel.

I was so impressed with the VIP’s handing qual-
ities I put it through the old graduation exercises
from the Intensive Handgun Skills speed shooting
course at Greg Hamilton’s InSights Training Cen-
ter. The gun posted 29 passes out of a 30 possible
on the IHS drills, which is pretty darn good for my
very first time shooting them with this gun.

The STI VIP’s hand-filling grip, secure gripping
surfaces, 9mm chambering and Recoil Master sys-
tem all combined to make this a very soft-shooting
gun. Accuracy was more than acceptable, maga-
zine capacity was high, and most importantly the
VIP worked perfectly from a functional reliability
standpoint. I could easily see myself carrying an
STI VIP as my daily concealment piece.

 Important Pistol

DP

The VIP’s bull barrel locks into the
slide at front, sans barrel bushing.

The VIP’s double-column magazines
are made of nicely polished stainless

steel, and though marketed as 
15-rounders, in the author’s experi-
ence both magazines supplied with

the gun easily took 16. 
This double magazine pouch for the

VIP was also from Blade-Tech.

The holster used for the author’s
testing of the STI VIP was this

straight-drop Blade-Tech 
Standard Belt Holster.

The VIP’s slide had been flat-topped. The standard sight system for the gun 
is a serrated ramp front and Heinie SlantPro fixed rear, though an 

adjustable sight is also offered as an option.

STI’s logo proudly proclaims their state of origin with the company
name inside a silhouette of Texas.
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